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A recent survey of 500+ M&A practitioners across Europe, 
the Middle East and Africa (EMEA) by Euromoney Thought 
Leadership Consulting revealed that the European Union’s 
(EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was 
impacting M&A due diligence and, as a result, dealmaking 
activity, too.

GDPR, which came into force in May 2018, was not 
conceived with M&A in mind. Yet the demands it makes  
on companies to strengthen their data protection,  
policies and processes has major implications for  
acquirers and their targets. 

Those implications run through key phases of a deal – from 
the valuation of a target and the acquirer’s acquisition 
strategy, to the due diligence and post-acquisition 
integration process. GDPR has, therefore, become a  
central concern of dealmakers. 

So much so, in fact, that over half (55%) of practitioners 
surveyed across EMEA said they had worked on M&A 
transactions that had not progressed because of  
concerns around a target company’s data protection  
and compliance with GDPR.

This is a striking statistic. However, the impact of GDPR 
varies by country across EMEA. 

While 73% of German practitioners, for instance, said they 
had withdrawn from deals due to concerns – the highest 
percentage of any country in EMEA – practitioners in the 

Middle East and Africa said the impact was less widespread. 
Interestingly, Italian practitioners said that GDPR was  
much less of an issue for them, too. 

Where there is alignment in the views of EMEA practitioners 
is on the expected impact of GDPR on due diligence, with 
the resounding response being to increase the acquirer’s 
scrutiny of the data protection, policies and processes of 
target companies.

Although GDPR makes due diligence more complex and 
time-consuming, this enhanced focus on data can only be  
of benefit to acquirers. 

Importantly, technology has a role to play in managing this 
added complexity and supporting efficiency in the process. 
Technology can help ensure security and GDPR compliance 
in key parts of the due diligence process, too. 

Indeed, with GDPR raising the importance of redaction, 
watermarking and permissioning controls in the due 
diligence process, virtual data rooms, replete with AI  
and analytics tools that support these capabilities,  
become an even more critical tool. 

Merlin Piscitel l i 
CHIEF REVENUE OFFICER, EMEA
MERRILL CORPORATION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY    
We understand the implications 
of GDPR, especially when it 
comes to due diligence. Our 
tools, like Integrated Redaction 
for DatasiteOne, help minimize 
risks and breaches, which is of 
utmost concern for everyone 
involved in the M&A process.  
We are the most trusted and 
GDPR-compliant application 
for due diligence for M&A 
professionals across EMEA.”

“
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Since the EU’s GDPR came into effect in May 2018, its 
importance to companies across sectors has changed 
significantly, particularly as a focus in M&A.    

Mark Steele, who leads the deal technology programme  
at professional services firm Deloitte, says that GDPR  
has moved up from being only one of many considerations  
“as part of the deal process to being a core consideration” 
today. 

Without doubt, multi-million pound fines by regulators for 
GDPR infringements have had the effect of elevating the 
importance companies assign to compliance with the law. 
But just as important is the potential longer-term financial 
impact a breach can have on a company. 

“Nobody wants the reputation damage or economic risk  
of a breach or the breach response,” says Steele, who  
adds that such is the level of concern around GDPR  
non-compliance. “I’ve seen organizations walk away from  
a deal on the basis of it.”

As an adviser, Steele’s experience of this is not unique. 
Across EMEA and beyond, many companies and private 
equity firms will have decided against buying a company or 
asset because of concerns over the target’s data protection 
and compliance with the new regime.  

In fact, more than half (55%) of the 539 corporate,  
private equity and advisory practitioners we surveyed  
cross EMEA said they had worked on deals that were 
withdrawn for this reason.    

Pulling back is, of course, one option. But Steele says  
many acquirers have persevered. 

He says: “I’ve seen people putting in £1-£4 million budgets 
to bring up the standards of an organization that they’re 
acquiring. Equally I've seen rapid action plans to take control 
of cyber security and the GDPR issue that kick in between 
signing and day one, and seen people put adjustments in 
offer packages to address underinvestment with buyers 
observing that it should therefore come off the price.”

Proper due diligence can, and should, unearth any number 
of potential risks. However, one common problem has been 
companies believing they are GDPR compliant, when, in 
fact, they are not.

This, in many cases, is because companies accepted  
non-legal advice on GDPR, which focused on mapping data 
flows and other functional aspects of their data collection 
and storage, and not, in practice, on what GDPR meant for 
their underlying contracts and relationships with customers. 

Together with this, public records of data breaches,  
internal reporting systems, IT governance structures, 
board minutes and third-party testing all feed into a 
comprehensive diligence assessment. “Everyone has 
accepted this area has to be looked at, and that there is 
zero tolerance from the regulator. You have to get into  
the weeds to deal with it,” says Steele. “People are  
moving early in the diligence process to do what  
mitigation and triage needs to be in place on day one.”

Due diligence key to thwarting GDPR risk    

Mark Steele
LEAD PARTNER, M&A TECHNOLOGY, 
DELOITTE

Deloitte is one of the world’s largest 
global professional services firms, 
providing clients across industries 
globally with advice and services in 
audit and assurance, consulting and 
financial advisory.

CASE STUDY: DELOITTE
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The implementation of the EU's GDPR last year marked 
a watershed moment for consumers, giving them greater 
rights and control over how companies use their personal 
data than ever before.  

For companies, the impact of GDPR on how they use 
and manage consumer data has been no less profound. 
Substantial amounts of time and resources have been 
invested by companies that fall within the scope of GDPR  
to ensure they are compliant with it. 

The threat of being fined up to 4% of annual revenues by 
regulators for non-compliance has helped. A fine, however, 
is not the only financial consequence companies have 
needed to be aware of.

Those seeking to make an acquisition, or sell an asset, need 
to fully understand to what extent the asset in question is 
compliant with GDPR, as this can have a material impact 
on the total price of the transaction. It can also determine 
whether a deal goes ahead, or not. 

“We have yet to see a transaction totally derailed by GDPR 
issues,” says Tim Hickman, partner at White & Case. “But 
we have seen issues that impact the deal value. In one case, 
the seller, on the surface, had a good data story to tell, but 
when we peeled back the veneer it turned out they had put 
policies in place immediately prior to the bidding process 
and there were lots of compliance failures. The buyer had to 
hire an expert to work out the cost of putting it right, and 
the sale price was reduced accordingly.”

In this transaction, compliance issues were caught in the 
due diligence phase before the transaction was completed, 

which highlights that proper data protection due  
diligence was carried out. 

However, in other cases, acquirers have failed or were 
unable to run proper due diligence on the seller’s data 
protection, resulting in fines by regulators for small to  
large-scale data security breaches some years after 
acquisitions have been completed. 

In July this year, for example, the UK’s Information 
Commissioner’s Office, the country’s data regulator, said it 
intended to fine hotels group Marriott International £99.2 
million for GDPR infringements relating to a cyber breach 
in 2014 which involved vast amounts of personal data. The 
breach was of a guest database owned by Starwood, a rival 
hotel and leisure group that Marriott acquired in 2016. 

“GDPR makes it clear that organisations must be 
accountable for the personal data they hold,” said 
Information Commissioner Elizabeth Denham. “This can 
include carrying out proper due diligence when making 
a corporate acquisition, and putting in place proper 
accountability measures to assess not only what personal 
data has been acquired, but also how it is protected.”

Irrespective of whether a company is buying or selling, 
Hickman says GDPR compliance is a constant investment.  
“It is not something you do once and then it’s done,” 
he says. “Businesses are constantly implementing new 
technologies and every time you do something new with 
information about people, the GDPR imposes an explicit 
obligation on you to be compliant. GDPR compliance is a 
journey, not a destination.”

GDPR – buyer and seller beware 

Tim Hickman
PARTNER, WHITE & CASE

White & Case is one the leading 
international law firms serving 
companies, governments and 
financial institutions.    

CASE STUDY: WHITE & CASE 
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The EU's GDPR not only presents a challenge to companies, 
but also to private equity firms, particularly those that invest 
in European businesses and have European investors.  

It’s not just that a firm has to be compliant with GDPR at 
the fund level. They also have to ensure all their future 
acquisitions are compliant, and take on some responsibility 
for ensuring that all the many different companies within 
their portfolios are, too. That’s no small feat. 

Global investment firm Blackstone, for instance, has more 
than 97 companies in its private equity portfolio. 

To add to the challenge, William Long, global co-leader of 
Sidley Austin's privacy and cybersecurity practice, says: 
“most private equity firms don’t have a large compliance 
team in comparison to some other corporates - which adds 
to the challenge.”

It is a challenge, however, that the private equity industry 
has been taking just as seriously as the corporate sector. 
They have had to. While no private equity firm, or portfolio 
company, has yet been fined by regulator for GDPR non-
compliance, companies have and the potential risk is high.  

“There may be a lot of potential exposure at the portfolio 
company level,” says Long, adding that the main concern 
is “that the liability can travel up the chain to the private 
equity firm.”

It is this piece that is particularly complex in respect to 
GDPR compliance. It involves each private equity firm 

mapping out and understanding exactly where all the 
individual responsibilities for data protection and  
potential liabilities lie for each of the companies they  
invest in and manage. 

Every portfolio company, for instance, has its own 
compliance risk determined by the volume and value of 
personal data it holds. Companies operating in sectors  
such as retail, leisure, healthcare and financial services all 
hold vast swathes of personal customer data, which mean 
they are at a higher-risk of a GDPR infringement than  
other companies in less data-heavy sectors. 

However, even these companies will have customer lists, 
for instance, which may not have the necessary marketing 
consents under GDPR or are being maintained securely. 

Due diligence on data protection has, therefore, become  
a much more intensive process for private equity firms  
and their advisers, requiring an extra layer of focus and 
attention on detail.  

“Traditional due diligence questionnaires need to be  
done on data, but rather than applying a limited approach 
one needs to push those responses and dig down to a 
greater level of detail,” says Long. “Acquirers also need  
to look more on the technology side and potentially  
carry out more detailed technical analysis of the actual 
systems and architecture and any potential security  
failings. Due diligence is needed at both the technical  
level and the legal level.”

Navigating private equity's GDPR challenge  

Wi l l i am Long
GLOBAL CO-LEADER OF THE PRIVACY AND 
CYBERSECURITY PRACTICE, SIDLEY AUSTIN 

With 2,000 lawyers in 20 offices around 
the globe, Sidley Austin is one of the 
largest law firms providing legal advice 
to clients across industries worldwide.    

CASE STUDY: SIDLEY AUSTIN
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1 2 3 4
Enhance your productivity 

and speed with 
technology that supports  

the digitized due  
diligence process.

Maintain confidentiality,  
ensure compliance and  

increase security by redacting 
sensitive data at the word,  

phrase and image level. 

Generate advanced  
analytics and insights  
via secure, flexible,  

algorithm-based  
reports and dashboards.

Ensure your application  
for due diligence is fully  

compliant with international  
and local regulations, as well  

as the country where your  
data is hosted.
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Merrill DatasiteOne is on 
the journey to bring relevant 
innovations and technologies 
under one platform to enrich  
the different stages of the  
M&A process.

+

+

SMART TOOLS

BUYER
TOOLS

SELLER
TOOLS

ANALYTICS TOOLS

BUYER SELLERM&A

DEAL
MARKETING

POST
DEAL

DUE
DILIGENCE

DEAL
CLOSING

MERRILL DATASITEONE VISION FOR M&A

PRIVATE EQUITY CORPORATE

LEGAL ADVISERS FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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The analysis in this report is based on a survey, conducted by Euromoney Thought 
Leadership Consulting, of 539 M&A practitioners across countries of Europe, the Nordics, 
Middle East and Africa. 

Responses were evenly split between practitioners in five of the main European  
economies: France (52), Germany (51), Italy (52), Spain (50), United Kingdom (52). 

There were 103 responses from Nordic practitioners, and 123 responses from Middle East 
and Africa based practitioners. Responses from Turkish practitioners totalled 53. 

By institution type, most practitioners work for corporates (39%) and private equity 
firms (20%). The remainder came from law firms, investment banks and accounting and 
professional services firms (41%).

Managers (22%), associate level executives (22%) and directors (16%) comprised the  
top three practitioners by role. The remaining respondents comprised analysts (12%),  
board-level executives (9%), partners (9%), legal advisers (5%), managing directors (2%), 
financial advisers (2%) and M&A business development executives (1%). 

The survey was conducted in July 2018.  

Regions

Corporate 

Private equity �rms 

Law �rms, investment bank
and accounting and 
professional services �rm

39%

20%

41%

Institution Type  

Manager

Associate

Director

Analyst

Board level

Partner

Legal Advisor

Managing Director

Financial Advisor

M&A Business Development

22%

22%

16%

12%

9%

9%

5%

2%

2%

1%

Role Breakdown 

France

10%
Spain

9%
Italy

10%

Germany

9%

UK

10%

Nordics

19%

ME&A

23%

Turkey

10%

(Note: Percentages based on 539 total responses)

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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APPENDIX
Have you worked on M&A transactions that have not progressed because of 
concerns around a target company’s data/privacy protections and compliance 
with GDPR?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 

France 
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Nordics 
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Turkey 

Yes No

In the next five years what impact do you expect GDPR to have on  
M&A due diligence?
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It will increase acquirers’ scrutiny 

There will be no material impact 

It will decrease acquirers’ scrutiny 
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APPENDIX
To what extent is data security a priority in the due diligence process?

France Germany Italy Spain United Kingdom Nordics Middle East & Africa  Turkey 
0% 

10% 

20% 

30% 

40% 

50% 

60% 

70% 

It’s the top priority It’s a top three priority It’s a top five priority It’s a top 10 priority It’s a priority but not in the top 10      
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APPENDIX
How has the risk of a data/privacy breach in the due diligence process changed over the past five years? 

France Germany Italy Spain United Kingdom Nordics Middle East & Africa  Turkey 

0% 

5% 

10% 

15% 

20% 
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The risk has increased significantly The risk has increased The risk remains about the same The risk has decreased The risk has decreased significantly      
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APPENDIX
In your experience, how important to the due diligence process is the location where the seller’s transaction data is hosted?
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APPENDIX
Of the following regions, which is the preferred geography to host transaction data?

France Germany Italy Spain United Kingdom Nordics Middle East & Africa  Turkey 

In country of the transaction EU UK US No preference   
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Merrill Corporation is a leading global SaaS provider for  
participants in the M&A lifecycle. Clients trust Merrill’s innovative 
applications, excellent customer service and deep subject  
expertise to successfully navigate the secure sharing of their most 
sensitive content. Merrill’s flagship product, DatasiteOne, helps 
dealmakers in over 170 countries close more deals, faster. 

EMEA +44 (0)20 3031 6300   US 888.311.4100   APAC +852 3905 4800 
email  info@merrillcorp.com   web merrillcorp.com
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